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“ELECTRONIC FILES CHEAT SHEET 

BEGINNING DATE:  APRIL 1, 2020 

 

STAGE 1:  

Idabel CSS has a CIC folder where all their applications and referrals are 
dropped by CIC for them to work. 

When these are dropped into the CIC folder, a designated worker (with a 
designated backup) work this folder.  The apps and referrals will be reviewed 
for AOR updates, cross reference issues, incarceration updates at the onset of 
the case, correct paperwork was sent out to the parties in the case, and an 
electronic file will be built.   

There will be two subfolders in each file labeled:  “Legals” and “Misc.”.  Of 
course, all pleadings will be uploaded to the Legals folder, and all other 
correspondence, referrals, emails, AORs, etc. will be put into the Misc. folder. 

An initial log will be built that states: “Electronic File built on (date), same to 
appropriate folder (CIC-awaiting OAH#, Establishment or Finance). 

IT IS CRITICAL THAT YOU DO NOT SAVE ANY OF THE FOLDERS AS 
SHORTCUTS TO YOUR DESKTOPS, OR TO YOUR OWN U DRIVES.  THERE 
WILL ONLY BE ONE FILE FOR EACH NCP!!!! 

The electronic file will be built, and named:  Last Name of NCP, First Name of 
NCP space FGN#.  The OAH# will be requested by the designated worker.  Once 
the OAH# is requested, an electronic “Legal Case History” LCH or “LCH” sheet 
will be dropped into the electronic file folder outside of the other folders, and a 
hyperlink created to that OAH case on the LCH sheet.  If there is already an 
order in this case, hyperlinks can be created to OAH and ODCR/OSCN cases.  
1. “please see illustration below” as to hyperlink added” 
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You will have to go to the Case Manager and pull up the particular FGN. Then when you hit 
enter and you get to this page: 

You will copy this web address and paste it as your hyperlink address 
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Name it: “Last name of NCP space OAH” in the TEXT TO DISPLAY and then paste the web 
address:http://imageretrieval/oahcasemanager/CaseInfo.aspx?CaseNo=2019-
09261&SrcPage=CaseSearch in the address part. 

1. Pull up ODCR and go to the case that you want to insert the hyperlink to:

http://imageretrieval/oahcasemanager/CaseInfo.aspx?CaseNo=2019-09261&SrcPage=CaseSearch
http://imageretrieval/oahcasemanager/CaseInfo.aspx?CaseNo=2019-09261&SrcPage=CaseSearch
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2. Open the Word document (Legal Case History) and down to “Links:”, go to Insert, click 
Hyperlink

 
3. At this screen, you will “Link to:” Existing file or Web Page, then name your hyperlink 

in the Text to Display box  (ex. “Last Name: Court Case Number) and paste the web 
address of the ODCR page into the “Address:” part an click “OK” 

 

4. Last Name: Court Case Number 
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STAGE 2:    

Folders have been created in our “P” drive which appears as follows:   
W:\CSED\Public (S82Q01)\A. DIGITAL FILES- beg 04 01 2020 

1Location of Folder in "P" drive 
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2Folders located in Digital Folder on "P" drive 

 

1. Once an electronic file with subfolders is created by the designated 
worker or backup, LCH built, hyperlinks done – see illustration below as 
to how the file will appear when you open it: 
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2. The electronic file will be dropped into the appropriate folder.  *without 

orders – establishment” “orders not updated yet – finance” “orders 
updated by finance – enforcement folders”. 
 

3. The juvenile establishment cases will continued to be monitored by the 
Supervisor, and dropped by the appropriate worker into the 
“Establishment – Juvenile” folder.  When the deferrals are received and 
scanned into those files, they will be moved to the Establishment folder 
to proceed as usual. 
 

4. There will not be an audit trail, like we used on physical files in the past, 
so you must absolutely log everything you do on a case.   
 

5. All reopens that already have physical files built will not be redone as an 
electronic file.  These will be pulled as before and given to finance or 
appropriate worker. 
 

6. On all new cases that CIC builds and drops into our folder, there are 
documents mailed out to the appropriate parties.   The parties are given 
at least 30 days to return those documents.  Establishment and Finance 
will have files in their folders that are waiting on documents to be 
returned.  You will need to work the files by their “Created date”.  If a 
new electronic file was dropped on May 1, 2020, by June 1, 2020, and no 
paperwork received from the parties on their case, that file needs to be 
processed by finance without the AO2/CO2 and noncooped, researched 
for closure, or put in the appropriate enforcement folder, or if 
establishment folder to be set for a hearing date, noncooped, researched 
for closure etc. 
 

7. All caseworkers have a folder for their documents created in their name 
on the front scanner.  You cannot put a password on those folders.    As 
you receive mail, you will either file in older files, or you will scan 
documents into your own folder for electronic filing into your new 
electronic files.  Make sure you are detailed when you name your 
documents to be filed in the electronic files.  You will each need to add to 
your daily tasks* scanning documents to your personal folder, and 
placing those documents into the electronic file. *when back in office full 
time* 
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8. On the new establishment cases, PO4s, AORs, AO2s, LO7s, etc. will be 
scanned into appropriate worker’s folder that has been made for her on 
the front scanner.  The designated worker will continue to update the 
documents when received.  But once they are scanned into the 
appropriate worker’s folder, they will be her responsibility to review, 
research and read and place in her appropriate electronic file in her 
establishment folder.  An Establishment Noncoop folder has been made 
and put inside of the appropriate worker’s Establishment folder to move 
cases which we can’t proceed with an action into that folder.  Those 
cases will be put in the appropriate worker’s U #, and we can monitor for 
closure in the future when we are able to close for noncooperation again.  
A Legal Case History Worksheet  has been made for everyone to use 
on new electronic files.  The designated worker will start the worksheet in 
each folder, prior to it being dropped into each file with the proper 
headings.  Establishment will fill out the Establishment Worksheet 

LCH

EST 
WkSHT and Arrears Worksheet  ARRS WkSHT and place them in the 
electronic files prior to actions being done.   
 

9. Finance and Enforcement continue to fill in their fields for the life of the 
case on the LCH.  Every legal filed must be put into the Legal folder in 
each electronic case file also. 
 

10. On all new cases placed into Finance’s folder, it will be the 
responsibility of finance to work those cases and put them into the 
appropriate enforcement worker’s name and enforcement folder when the 
orders are updated.  The Legal Case History Worksheet will be updated 
prior to moving the file to enforcement folders. 
 

11.  If there are issues that need to be addressed by the caseworkers 
after the order is built, there must be a log and email sent to the 
appropriate caseworker what was found by the finance worker. 
 

STAGE 3: 

1.  There is a folder that has been created called “Docket and Hearing 
Files” in the main folder of W:\CSED\Public (S82Q01)\A. DIGITAL 
FILES- beg 04 01 2020. 

2.  We will begin to build our docket dates as subfolders inside of the 
Docket and Hearing Files’ folder.  When an electronic file is set for 
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hearing, it will be moved to the docket folder.  All older cases that 
have physical files will still be pulled and put into docket baskets and 
docket cabs.  (Notes will be made on the dockets for the caseworkers if 
a file is an electronic file, so they will then know to look in the 
Digital/Electronic Docket and Hearing folder for those cases.  Please 
see the illustrations below: 
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3. Orders will still be printed and mailed to the parties, filed copy put 
into the Legal folder in each file, and sent to the appropriate county 
for docketing. 

4. When the orders have been docketed and returned along with the 
Statement of Judgments, they will be updated on OSIS with their case 
numbers, and the Statement of Judgments scanned.  They will be 
added to the electronic file.  We will not add another filed copy of the 
order from District Court to the file, as we can print if needed through 
our hyperlink created on the case with District Court actions. 
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5. When the case has been completed and updated, and no further 
hearings are being held, it will be moved back to the appropriate 
enforcement folder. 

STAGE 4:   

1. When closure has been requested on a file, or put into the proper U#, 
the electronic file will continue to stay in the enforcement folders. 

2. No one has permission to delete any of the electronic files without 
prior permission of management. 

3. Make sure you put into appropriate worker’s U# when you move a file 
into another folder. 

 

 

Created and written by: CSS Idabel Team. Special thanks for all their help with 
this document and the Legal Case History document!!!! 
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